Latest news about android

Latest news about upcoming android phones. Latest android news right now. Latest news about android phone. Latest news about new android apps.
YouTube readying new video page on mobile and the web In recent weeks, YouTube has been slowly rolling out a new video page that tweaks several elements and, most notably, unifies the design across Android, iOS, and the web. expand full story Bandwidth: Amazon Luna picks up Lumote, Xbox Game Pass adds Assassin’s Creed Odyssey Cloud
gaming is all about picking up an adventure and jumping in with no strings or cables attached. Lumote: The Mastermote Chronicles is one of those games that lets you do that, and now, it’s becoming available on Amazon Luna, along with a couple of other titles. On top of that, GeForce Now has added a few familiar games to its lineup. expand full
story Stadia Changelog: From Space delayed, Wreckfest finally fixed, Cities: Skylines expansion coming Google Stadia’s future has a lot of unknowns, but there were several developments around the service this week. From Space, a game that was first in testing on Stadia, has been delayed, while bug fixes and expansions missing from Stadia are
starting to show up for some titles. expand full story Android Auto gets a new Discord app [Gallery] If you rely on Discord for messaging, the experience is about to get a whole lot better on Android Auto. expand full story Google Meet (Duo) now lets you switch accounts, but adds navigation drawer in the process YouTube says it has ‘concluded’ a test
that saw as many as 10 unskippable ads in one break [U] The experience of watching YouTube has been infiltrated by ads over the years as a means of maintaining the platform and supporting creators financially. Now, though, it really seems YouTube is pushing the boundaries with ads, showing as many as 10 unskippable ads during a single break.
Update: In a statement to 9to5Google, YouTube has provided more context around this increase in ads. See below for more. expand full story Google trade-in values for old Pixels skyrocket with Pixel 6a [Update: Lowered] The US Google Store is running a rather notable trade-in promotion for the Pixel 6a that significantly increases the trade-in value
of older Pixel, as well as iPhone and Samsung, devices. expand full story Google Messages prepares a way to directly reply to RCS messages [Gallery] Google Messages is finally catching up with other chat apps by preparing a way to directly reply to RCS messages — here’s a first look at replies in action. expand full story Pixel Buds Pro ANC settings
now appear in Pixel’s volume menu, rolled out [U] Last Friday, some Pixel Buds Pro owners got a quicker way to change Active Noise Control on their Pixel phones. This faster way to change the Pixel Buds Pro’s ANC settings are now more widely rolling out and extend to the volume menu on Android 13. expand full story ‘Intel Processor’ name
replacing Pentium and Celeron brands, expect in 2023 Chromebooks While there are more and more premium Chrome OS devices, the category very much excels at the cheaper end of the market. When buying those Chromebooks next year, you might notice that it will be running an “Intel Processor” instead of Pentium or Celeron. expand full story
YouTube Shorts will join the Partner Program, finally monetizing the TikTok clone for creators YouTube Shorts has been a resounding success so far in becoming a clone of TikTok, and now YouTube is really opening the floodgates. Soon, YouTube Shorts will join the Partner Program, making monetization of the short-form video easy for creators.
expand full story Chrome Incognito tab access can now require your fingerprint on Android Beginning in 2020, some Google apps on iOS added a “Privacy Screen” that requires Touch or Face ID authentication to access. Chrome for Android is now getting the ability to lock your Incognito tabs behind your fingerprint. expand full story Google Lens
now lets you launch directly into a filter Google Discover will now let you block specific YouTube channels Google will now let you fine-tune the videos that appear in your Discover feed by blocking specific YouTube channels from being featured. expand full story Google Messages readies voice memo transcripts and full emoji reactions [Gallery]
Upcoming features for Google Messages will let you read transcripts of voice memos, react to messages with any emoji you’d like, and more. expand full story Stadia begins rolling out 1440p quality setting, exclusive to Pro members Google Stadia is gaining a dedicated 1440p streaming option, available now for some players, but it will remain
exclusive to Stadia Pro subscribers. expand full story Nest Doorbell (Battery) long-term review: An imperfect option for Google Home enthusiasts [Video] There are a vast array of wireless and wired doorbells that work with the Google Assistant and add greatly to your smart home setup. We’ve lived with the battery-powered Nest Doorbell for an
extended period and here’s why it’s a great option for just about everyone — in the right situation. expand full story Shortwave revives custom bundles from Inbox as ‘Magic Labels’ Review: HP Elite Dragonfly Chromebook is Google’s Pixelbook reborn ChromeOS has long looked to Google’s own hardware as its trendsetter, an example of “the best”
the platform had to offer. But in 2022, Google is mostly absent from its own platform. The last Pixelbook was the “Go” model released in 2019, which was mostly underwhelming. Now, though, HP has reinvigorated that flame with the Elite Dragonfly Chromebook – a Pixelbook reborn. expand full story What color Pixel 7 are you going to pick up? [Poll]
We’re sure many of you are eagerly awaiting the launch of brand-new Google hardware. The color lineup of the Pixel 7 and 7 Pro series has now been fully showcased, which has us wondering just what option you are looking at picking up. expand full story US pricing for ‘Chromecast with Google TV (HD)’ emerges [Updated] The steady stream of
leaks about the new “Chromecast with Google TV (HD)” continues today with rumored US pricing and a series of marketing images. expand full story OSOM’s Solana Saga won’t require that you interact with Web3 or crypto features The former team from Essential had been working on the OSOM OV1 for a while, but that was abruptly swapped out
earlier this year for the “Solana Saga,” a phone built for Web3. Luckily, the Solana Saga won’t require any interaction with Web3 or crypto features if you don’t want to use them. expand full story Google scales back Area 120 by half, refocuses on ‘AI-first’ projects Google is scaling back its experimental Area 120 division by half, refocusing the group
on “AI-first” projects. expand full story Google Play Store redesign for Wear OS starts appearing [U: Rolled back] What cameras fully integrate with the Google Home app The beauty of smart home systems like Google Home is that you can connect tons of different devices from a plethora of different manufacturers. How well those devices work with
Google Home is a complicated matter, however. We’ll go over cameras that work well with the Google Home app and how to take advantage of any Google Home device. expand full story YouTube Music and Shorts integration lets you quickly save songs Music is a big part of vertical Shorts, and YouTube is now rolling out a new integration between
the two. expand full story Google Assistant preps letting you make custom Quick Phrases for Nest Hub Max Just last week, the Nest Hub Max was updated with another way to skip “Hey Google.” This currently only works for certain commands, but Google Assistant will eventually let you make custom Quick Phrases. expand full story Stay organized
with collections Save and categorize content based on your preferences. [{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "missingTheInformationINeed", "label":"Missing the information I need" },{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "tooComplicatedTooManySteps", "label":"Too complicated / too many steps" },{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "outOfDate", "label":"Out of date" },
{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "samplesCodeIssue", "label":"Samples / code issue" },{ "type": "thumb-down", "id": "otherDown", "label":"Other" }] [{ "type": "thumb-up", "id": "easyToUnderstand", "label":"Easy to understand" },{ "type": "thumb-up", "id": "solvedMyProblem", "label":"Solved my problem" },{ "type": "thumb-up", "id": "otherUp",
"label":"Other" }] Android 11: Launch date, features and everything else you need to know By Cam Bunton · 8 September 2020 Google is rolling out Android 11 to the public, following months of beta testing and updates to the mobile operating system. Revealed: Android 11's totally new power button menu with smart home toggles By Maggie Tillman
· 2 June 2020 Leaked images have revealed the new power button menu in Google's next major update to Android. RCS chat is now available to all Android users in the US By Maggie Tillman · 13 December 2019 Last month, Google announced RCS is rolling out and set to become Android’s texting platform. That rollout has now completed. Google:
Updates getting faster, Samsung to push Android 10 before year end By Chris Hall · 24 October 2019 The pace of Android updates are often the talk of platform battles - manufacturers tussle it out to be the first, Google's own devices are lauded for ... It's here! Android 10 is officially rolling out to these devices By Maggie Tillman · 3 September 2019
Android 10 starts rolling out from 3 September to all Pixel phones, including the Pixel, Pixel XL, Pixel 2, Pixel 2 XL, Pixel 3, Pixel 3 XL, and Pixel Android Q name is revealed as plain old Android 10 - dessert names are gone By Cam Bunton · 22 August 2019 Google has ended its tradition of giving its major Android refreshes a sweet treat inspired
name. Android Q second beta lands with new Bubbles multitasking feature By Maggie Tillman · 3 April 2019 Google has released its second Android Q developer preview and given us a better look at what we can expect from the next version of Android. It's here! Android Q developer beta launches for all Pixel devices By Maggie Tillman · 13 March
2019 Google has released the first preview of Android Q to developers who own Pixel devices. Android Q may have a gesture-based navigation mode with no back button By Cam Bunton · 19 February 2019 Google is testing an Android navigation system that uses gestures only, with no back buttons for its upcoming Q update.
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